Trumpet vine (campsis radicans), also known as trumpet Creeper or hummingbird vine, is a fast and high climbing perennial vine that is very easy to grow. Its deciduous woody vine is known for showy, trumpet-shaped flowers (3 1/2 inches long) that attracts much wildlife to the garden. Birds sometimes nest in the dense foliage. It inhabits woodlands and riverbanks and is also a popular garden subject. It tolerates deer, drought, and clay soils. The foliage grows well in the shade, but the plants need good sun for best flowering. Good in woodland gardens and naturalized areas. Provides quick cover for fences, arbors, trellises, walls or other structures in the landscape or can be grown along the ground to camouflage rock piles, old tree stumps, or other unsightly areas.

| Attracts hummingbirds to the landscape | Long blooming, summer into fall | Adapts to nearly any soil type and likes summer heat |
About This Variety: Campsis Radicans Flava is the favorite bright yellow version of this spectacular, native trumpet vine.

Growing Instructions: Be sure to choose a suitable location prior to planting as well as a sturdy support structure. Dig a hole about a foot deep and a foot wide. Set the plant in the hole, and fill it half full with soil. Water. After water is drained, fill the rest of the hole with the remaining soil. Then water thoroughly again and continue doing so regularly. Fertilization may be necessary.

Care Tip: A vigorous grower, which with adequate care and pruning can be kept under control. Ruthless pruning (50%) annually is recommended.

Exposure: Full sun to part shade
Height: Grows 10-30’ tall
Spacing: Plant- 5-10’ apart, crown at soil level
Hardy in: USDA zones 4-9